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the lake to shorten the road. The top of this embankment with the rails is to-day only a few feet above the level of the lake; I estimated from the window of our train about 5 feet, no more. If the future rise of the lake from the dry to the wet period will be as great as it has been before the main mum of about 1880, we must expect that in the middle of the next wet period, which we may expect about 1920, the level of the lake will be 6 feet higher than to-day and therefore will just cover the tracks. But in another way also the settlement of the United States is
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fig. 2.    Relation of rainfall  (E)  to crops (WZ and EO) in Prussia
Grain production and rainfall are indicated In percentages of the variation from their respective means, which are based on a long series of observations One division of the former Is equivalent to 5% variation; of the latter, to 4%.
controlled by climatic oscillations. At the beginning of this paper I showed by a series of curves (Fig. 1) that the oscillations of rainfall in Europe and in the United States coincide and that the two continents have simultaneous wet and dry periods. Now, the weather influences crops, but in a very different manner. In the United States the wet years are the good years, because in the cereal region with its high summer temperature the rainfall is in general not very abundant. On the contrary, in the western part of Europe, including Germany, the dry years are good years since here in the cool

